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Abstract
What is the Way of Council? What does it have to do with language teaching? Participants will experience several activities for teaching English using the Way of Council and begin learning a new language right away!

Origin of The Way of Council
A new way of bringing people together to understand one another, strengthen bonds, and solve community problems is blossoming in modern Western communities. But this new way is really very old. It draws on the ancient Native American tradition of using a talking piece, an object passed from person to person in a group ad which grants the holder sole permission to speak. It combines this ancient tradition with contemporary concepts of democracy and inclusive in a complex, multicultural society. (Pranis, 2005)

Four principles of The Way of Council
	Speaking from the heart
	Listening from the heart




	Something that is meaningful to the teacher or students
	Allow full expression of emotions, deeper listening, thoughtful reflection, and an unhurried pace. (Zimmerman & Coyle, 1996)
	Create space for people who find it difficult to speak in a group, but it never requires the holder to speak. (Zimmerman & Coyle, 1996)





Teacher would have taught at least a lesson before. I will not present it as an introduction of a new topic.

Who 
All levels-beginners intermediate and advanced

Choosing the right seat
Where to sit? Why? 




When to correct? Why? How to correct? (Serious Vs not serious, mistakes Vs errors)

What are the advantages using The Way of Council in a classroom setting?
	Student-centered
	A container of learning from peers
	Create students’ awareness that learning is the responsibility of students itself
	Allow students time to process. (Learn better after observing from peers.) 
	Build understanding both between T-S and S-S, when the topic discussed was personalized

What to put in the middle of the circle?
	Realia
	Talking pieces from students
	Visual scaffolding such as pictures
	Material to initiate speaking. E.g. a floor plan in teaching there is Vs there are

How?
Example with low beginner
Here is a demonstration after the lesson with food. 

1st Each student will say the name of the item on their hand.
E.g. Onion

2nd Each student will make a sentence using the same item on their hand. 
E.g. This is an onion.

3rd Each student will express if they like the food on their hand. 
E.g. I like ____. / I don't like _____.

4th Each student will express their like and dislike on the foods.
E.g. I like onion but I don't like pizza.

Practicing asking questions using fruits with advanced students
1st	Article 		E.g. an apple
2nd 	Pronouns		She has an apple. 
3rd	Preference 		I like/don’t like apples.
4th       WH questions	Meghan, what do you like/what don’t you like? 
Meghan likes/doesn’t like xxx.
5th 	Respond council	Diah, did you say you like xxx? 
 				Diah, you like …, don’t you?
With short answer	Yes, I do/No, I don’t. 
	
6th	Tell a story about fruits. When does your family eat fruits? How often do you eat fruits? Have you ever been offer a fruit that you didn’t like/have never seen? How did you feel? Did you eat it? Have you ever climbed on a mango tree? It could be anything.
Example with intermediate students
Using a floor plan
	
1st 	Tell me what do you see? E.g. a chair, three rooms

2nd 	Use “there is/there are” E.g. There is three chairs at the kitchen.

3rd 	Tell the physical setting about the house you grown up with. 
E.g. Um….There are four rooms, a living room and a dining room.

4th	Tell us what you can/can’t do in the house. E.g. I can’t eat at the living room.

The rounds keep going on and on. It is up to the teacher how s/he wants to frame the sentence and the level of the students. 

How to adapt for ……?
Speaking (Grammar points)
	There is / There are
	This / That / These / Those
	Pronouns
	Third person ‘s’
	Tense- E.g. Pass tense, continuous 
	Can / Can’t
	WH-Questions 
	Yes / No Questions
	Other questions form (Are you…? Do you…? Can you….?)
	Short answers
	Singular / plural









	Tell a tree story
	Tell three things that you want us to know about you
	Do you agree with ……(a statement) why and why not?

Reading
	What struck you from the article?
	What was the most interesting thing you discover from the reading?
	What did you learn? 
	Choose one quote you like the best and tell the reason why do you like it?
Closure
- clapping hands (two to two)
- sing a song
- thumb and pinky holding 
- squeezing palms

P/S In a language classroom, you might not need a dedication for the opening but a closure is always a good idea to remind students of changes in class hour/homework etc.

What else can we do with The Way of Council in the classroom?
	To check in
o	The weather report, use a few words to describe your state now 
o	Using fingers. For example, five means excellent. One means terrible. 
	Feedback. One thing that I learn from today’s class is…, I like the xx activity the best because…..
	Activities related to the Way of Council-bean bags, spider web, sound chain, scarf

Other questions:
-	Can a student start speaking in the circle?
-	What will you do if you meet a student who always chooses to ‘pass’?

How is it different from just a circle?
	The use of talking piece, permission to pass, and the clear expectation that the piece will go around the circle in order
	Democratic education. Give everyone a chance to speak, respond and reflect on each other 
	Equality in the circle where all voices are heard 
	Teachers have to think and plan ahead of time
	Students have to really pay attention to what others say
	Students can work on their space at their speed
	No cross talking, so that no one is dominating the class
	It is connected to humanity where in a higher level, students are able to tell their stories, personal feelings etc. using the target language.
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